Abstract-While repetition of a feature (position) unrelated to a response is acknowledged to be facilitatory, there is disagreement on whether priming for response-defining feature or spatial position is facilitatory or inhibitory. To address this question, we used simple feature targets to analyze the interactions between facilitatory and inhibitory mechanisms associated to the repetition of features and position, for responses given either to the feature or to the position.
INTRODUCTION
What we have seen in the past can influence how we will see in the future. Our visual system seems to be able to more readily process features that have already been processed in the recent past. Indeed, in a visual search task, Maljkovic and Nakayama (1994) found that repetition of the same target color or spatial frequency across trials had the effect of facilitating search performance, whereas changing a target's color or spatial frequency from trial to trial had a detrimental effect and slowed down response times. This repetition priming effect was not due to stimulus expectancy, but to a genuine implicit memory trace for the stimulus features. In fact, the priming effect was not reduced by equating the level of stimulus expectancy: search performance in a block where target color changed in a completely predictable way (alternating from red to green on each successive trial) was still much slower than performance in a block where target color was kept constant (and therefore also completely predictable). Interestingly, these authors found that this priming effect occurred not for the features requiring a direct discrimination and response, but instead only for the attention-driving features to which subjects did not have to respond directly. So, for instance, if subjects had to determine whether an odd-colored diamond (red target among green distractors, or green target among red distractors) was truncated on the left or on the right, priming occurred for color (the attention-driving feature), but not for the truncated side of the diamond (response feature). This finding supports the idea that the memory trace producing the priming effect is implicit and unrelated to the motor response.
In a successive paper, the same authors (Maljkovic and Nakayama, 1996) found that repetition priming occurred also for the spatial position: repeating the same target position across trials facilitates search performance, whereas changing target position from trial to trial had an inhibitory effect and hindered search performance. Also in this case, the primed characteristic (spatial position) was unrelated to the response feature. In fact, the subject's response was not relative to a position discrimination but involved the discrimination of other features such as the truncated side of the target (odd-colored) diamond. The facilitatory effect of repeating the same spatial position when the task involved a feature discrimination (and, therefore, when the motor response was unrelated to a position discrimination) was also found, in the same year, by Tanaka and Shimojo (1996) . These latter authors called this effect 'facilitation of return' (FOR), in opposition with the well known effect of 'inhibition of return' (IOR), which instead produces inhibition when the spatial position is repeated across trials (see also Klein, 2000 for a review of the IOR effect) and arises in position discrimination (but also detection) tasks (i.e., when the motor response is strictly linked to the position to be discriminated). The dissociation between the effects of feature discrimination tasks, resulting in FOR, and position discrimination tasks, resulting in IOR, induced Tanaka and Shimojo (1996, 2000) to postulate that different pathways (the ventral and dorsal stream, respectively) were responsible for FOR and IOR. Indeed, although the mechanisms underlying IOR are still unknown, it has been argued that IOR would occur somewhere in the visuo-motor transformation process, whereas FOR would occur at the level of feature processing along the ventral stream (Tanaka and Shimojo, 1996) .
However, more recently, Pratt and Castel (2001) argued that FOR and IOR are not simply due to repetition of the same position in a feature or a position discrimination task, but found a more complex interaction between the effect of repeated features and repeated position, questioning the validity of the ventral-
